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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Acknowledgment - Income tax deducted at source on the accrued interest
deposited by defendant - It is an acknowledgment of the amount payable.

(P&H) 366

Additional issue - Fact pleaded in plaint but not specifically denied -
Application to frame additional issue rightly dismissed. (H.P.) 229

Adverse possession - Hostile animus is sufficient - It is not necessary that
true owner must be identified and specifically put on notice. (Kerala) 268

Adverse possession - Suit for declaration of ownership on the basis of
adverse possession - Not maintainable. (Madras) 272

Agreement to sell - No clause in agreement to sell for specific performance
- Decree granting specific performance set aside. (P&H) 424

Agreement to sell - Readiness and willingness - Non pleading - Mere want
of objection by defendant in written statement is hardly of any effect or consequence.

(S.C.) 399

Agreement to sell - 8% of sale consideration paid as advance - Plaintiff
not entitled to relief of specific performance. (Delhi) 506

Agreement to sell - Date fixed in the agreement - Does not stand extended
when defendant was pursuing application seeking permission of Land and
Development Office (L&DO) - Vendee cannot claim that cause of action for filing
suit has not arisen on the date fixed in the contract on the ground that certain
conditions in the contract have not been complied with. (S.C.) 485

Amendment of counter claim - Subsequent to filing written statement,
any further fresh cause of action by defendant against plaintiff cannot be included
in counter claim by way of an amendment. (Rajasthan) 294

Amendment of divorce petition - Amendment sought to incorporate
additional ground of adultery - Amendment rightly allowed. (Rajasthan) 456

Amendment of pleadings - Mistake of lawyer - Not a ground to allow
amendment. (Allahabad) 589

Amendment of written statement - Defendant can take inconsistent
defense by way of amendment of written statement. (Karnataka) 376

Amendment of written statement to incorporate counter claim - Counter
claim time barred - Delayed counter claim must be discouraged. (Allahabad) 589

Appeal against ex parte decree - Condonation of delay - Time spent in
pursuing application U.O.9.R.13 CPC is to be taken as `sufficient cause' for
condoning delay in filing first appeal. (S.C.) 578

Appeal against ex parte decree - Exclusion of time spent in pursuing
application U.O.9.R.13 CPC - S.14 Limitation Act not applicable - However, principles
analogous to S.14 of the Act would be applicable for purpose of condonation of
delay in terms of S.5 of Limitation Act. (Allahabad) 699

Civil suit - When suit itself is barred it is not open for civil court to record
any finding on the validity of order under challenge. (S.C.) 207

Compromise decree - Compromise can also be beyond subject matter of
suit. (P&H) 534

Compromise decree - Decree recognising pre-existing rights of parties in
an immovable property is not required to be registered. (Allahabad) 286

Consent decree - Written statement filed on the same day suit was instituted
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and statement of defendant also recorded on the same day - Completing proceedings
on the same day does not lead to conclusion that judgment and decree is the result
of fraud and misrepresentation. (P&H) 543

Consumer - Equity linked insurance plan - LIC held on the moneys
wrongfully for five years - Direction for payment of interest at 12% not sufficient
- Additional amount of Two Lakhs directed to be paid. (S.C.) 362

Consumer - Default committed by Society - Order of imprisonment cannot
be passed against Secretary of Society. (S.C.) 503

Consumer complaint - Can be dismissed in limine and its admission can
be declined without notice to the opposite party. (S.C.) 271

Consumer complaints - Numerous consumers having same interest -
Complaint - It is O.1.R.8 CPC which applies. (S.C.) 164

Cross examination - To put question in writing and answering those
questions in writing - Plaintiff not a handicapped or disable person - Application
dismissed. (Bombay) 061

Cross-examination of Local Commissioner - Party with permission of
Court can cross examine Local Commissioner - In the absence of prayer for cross
examination of Local Commissioner, report of Local Commissioner is per se
admissible. (P&H) 065

De-exhibiting of document - There is no provision for de-exhibiting a
document. (P&H) 170

Dishonour of cheque - Source of income to advance loan - Non filing of
Income Tax Return by itself does not mean that complainant had no source of
income. (M.P.) 306

Dishonour of cheque - Compensation - Allowed with interest @ 9% till
date of delivery of judgment - Said compensation shall further carry interest @ 9%
per annum from the date of judgment of trial Court till actual payment is made.

(M.P.) 306

Dishonour of cheque - Offence cannot be allowed to be compounded
without consent of complainant. (P&H) 042

Dishonour of cheque - Amendment of complaint - Allowed. (Raj.) 541

Dishonour of cheque - Cheque issued under and in pursuance of agreement
to sell - Payment made in pursuance of such an agreement is a payment made in
pursuance of a duly enforceable debt or liability for the purpose of S.138 of N.I.
Act. (S.C.) 292

Dishonour of cheque - Company - Director - Directions issued that in all
cases where accused is a 'Company', before issuing summons to the accused
persons trial Court/Magistrate shall direct complainant to produce a copy of Form
No.32 and annual Return filed by the Company in order to determine the persons,
who were Directors on the date of commission of the offence. (P&H) 238

Dishonour of cheque - Compliant not filed by payee or holder in due course
- Demand not made by payee or holder in due course - Accused discharged.

(Delhi) 378

Dishonour of cheque - Compromise - High Court after being satisfied that
cheque amount with assessed cost and interest has been paid, can close proceedings
even in absence of complainant. (H.P.) 200

Dishonour of cheque - Condonation of delay - Plea of accused that envelope
received did not contain notice and that he did not open the envelope and produced
envelope in Court - Order to open envelope calls for no interference.(Bombay) 828

Dishonour of cheque - Death of complainant during pendency of complaint
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- Legal representatives of complainant can be substituted as complainant.
(P&H) 396

Dishonour of cheque - Law as to : (a) Presumption - Signature on cheque
not denied by accused - There is presumption that cheque was drawn for
consideration and complainant received the same in discharge of an existing debt -
Onus shifts on accused to establish a probable defence to rebut the presumption;
(b) Presumption when drawn there is presumption of existence of legally enforceable
debt - Evidence as to receipts or accounts or want of evidence as regards source
of funds are not of relevant consideration while examining whether accused is able
to rebut the presumption or not; (c) Mere creation of doubt is not sufficient to
rebut the presumption; (d) Presumption - Rebuttal - Accused to bring on record
such facts which may lead Court to conclude either that consideration did not exist
or that its non existence is so probable that a prudent man would act upon the plea
that consideration did not exist; (e) Presumption - Drawn but not rebutted - Case
of complainant cannot be doubted for want of evidence regarding source of funds
for advancing loan; (f) Acknowledgment regarding existence of debt - Accused
admitted his signatures but plea of signing blank paper - This suggestion is too
remote and too uncertain to be accepted - No cogent reason to sign a blank stamp
paper; (g) Acknowledgment regarding existence of debt - Said writing not bearing
signatures of complainant - Writing not a bi partite agreement - Obviously, this
writing, to be worth its evidentiary value, had to bear signatures of accused, which
it does. (S.C.) 001

Dishonour of cheque - Law as to : (a) Signature on cheque admitted -
There is presumption that cheque was issued in discharge of debt or liability; (b)
Presumption is rebuttable; (c) Financial capacity to advance loan - There was no
satisfactory explanation to question put in cross examination as to financial capacity
of complainant - It is a probable defence which shifts burden on complainant to
prove his financial capacity and other facts; (d) Complainant failed to prove his
financial capacity of lending money - Accused acquitted. (S.C.) 518

Dishonour of cheque - Loan - Cheque issued towards remaining loan
amount - Provision of S.138 of the Act is applicable even in a case where cheque
is issued for discharge of liability or debt in whole or in part. (P&H) 846

Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Reply to notice through counsel - Plea that
counsel replied notice without instructions - No complaint lodged against counsel
in Bar Council - It clearly indicates that registered notice was sent on the instructions
of accused. (M.P.) 306

Dishonour of cheque - Notice signed by complainant but without signatures
of issuing Advocate - Notice is valid. (Tripura) 721

Dishonour of cheque - Voice sample - Recording of mobile phone very
basis to succeed in the complaint - Application to take voice sample for analysis by
CFSL allowed. (P&H) 696

Divorce - One or two incidents of torture or harassment or misbehavior
does not constitute cruelty. (Delhi) 782

Divorce - Desertion - Merely because wife is residing in her parental house
since last 17 years, by itself cannot be a ground for dissolution of marriage, unless
factum of desertion is proved and animus decidendi is also established.

(Gauhati) 429

Divorce - Desertion - Wife opted to join job at a different place - Same
cannot be termed as wilful desertion. (Chhattisgarh) 327

Divorce - Marriage of Hindu husband with Christian wife - Petition under
any provision of Hindu Marriage Act is maintainable only when marriage is solemnized
between any two Hindus. (Madras) 848
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Divorce - Petition can be filed on any one of the statutory grounds even
when cause of action on various grounds is available - If he avoids to sue on any
one of the grounds for his own reasons, then O.2.R.2 CPC is not a bar in subsequent
institution of proceedings for dissolution upon a new ground - When relief for
divorce is the same in the former and subsequent proceedings, despite the grounds
chosen by the party being different, no question of bar U.O.2.R.2 could apply at
all. (Kerala) 407

Divorce - Wife lodged a criminal complaint but did not proceed further -
Enough to hold complaint to be false - Merely because husband not stated particulars
of criminal case in his divorce petition, admitted position cannot be thrown away -
Husband entitled to decree of divorce. (Madras) 231

Divorce and permanent alimony - Single petition for such two reliefs can
be filed. (Madras) 253

Divorce by mutual consent - At the time of second motion there was
consent of wife but wife remained absent for three dates thereafter - Decree of
divorce by mutual consent, upheld. (Rajasthan) 066

Divorce by mutual consent - Petition filed by respective attorneys of parties
- Parties directed to be present in person at the time of second motion - Order
upheld as (a) Special attorneys not close relations such as parents or siblings; (b)
not the case that husband and wife are unable to appear in Court; (c) not the case
that parties are unable to be present in India; (d) Court not to act mechanically on
the basis of petitions filed by attorneys. (Delhi) 019

Domestic Violence - Jurisdiction of Family Court - Application u/s 125
Cr.P.C and Ss.18, 20, 22 of PWDV Act - Family Court has jurisdiction.

(Bombay) 056

Domestic Violence - Referred to process of mediation - Settlement arrived
at in between parties - Wife subjected to domestic violence, thereafter - Order as to
revival of earlier proceedings cannot be faulted. (Delhi) 153

Electronic record - Non production of certificate - Curable defect - Defect
cured when defendant never object to exhibiting/marking of same during course
of trial. (H.P.) 278

Estoppel - Title of immovable property normally cannot be said to have
vanished by invoking principle of estoppel. (P&H) 388

Eviction petition - Amendment - Bonafide need - Plea to demolish and
reconstruct allowed to be deleted by way of amendment - Amendment allowed.

(P&H) 550

Ex parte decree - Defendant did not lead any evidence - Trial Court
proceeded to hear the suit ex parte by taking recourse to O.9.R.6(a) in terms of
O.17.R.2 of the Code - Such decree is an ex parte decree - Decree can be set aside
on making out sufficient ground by defendant. (S.C.) 281

Ex parte decree of divorce - Remarriage during pendency of application to
set aside ex parte decree - Application to set aside ex parte decree does not become
infructuous. (Kerala) 144

Ex parte decree of divorce - Remarriage during pendency of application to
set aside ex parte decree - Remarriage does not amount to bigamy as on the date of
remarriage first marriage was not subsisting. (Kerala) 144

Ex parte divorce decree - Application to set aside ex parte decree not filed
within 30 days of knowledge of ex parte decree - Husband in the mean time remarried
- Application to set aside ex parte decree set aside. (Rajasthan) 698

Execution - Objection as to territorial jurisdiction of Court passing the decree
- Such an objection does not lie before executing Court. (S.C.) 096
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Execution - Earned leave encashment amount - Not stipend or gratuity -
Earned Leave Encashment can be attached. (T&A) 119

Execution - Decree for specific performance - Objection by pendente lite
transferee - Pendente lite transferee thus, has no right and not entitled to offer any
resistance or obstruction U.O.21.R.97 CPC - Application rightly rejected.

(Allahabad) 756

Execution - Police help - D.H. cannot be asked to deposit expenses of
police. (Allahabad) 693

Expert opinion - Age of ink - Document alleged to be signed in 2008 and
not in 2012 - Mere determination of age of ink/writing by an expert will not clinch
the issue as to when exactly the maker has written/signed the document.

(T&A) 620

Expert opinion - Age of ink - There is an organization called Nutron
Activation Analysis, BARC, Mumbai, which is a Central Government Organization,
which undertakes the task of determining the age of ink/writing of a document.

(T&A) 620

Family Court - Jurisdiction - If cause of action is emerging out of any
circumstances related to matrimonial relationship and the same could not have
existed independently, then suit can be maintained before Family Court - It is not
necessary that parties to suit or proceeding under that clause, shall be parties to
marriage. (Kerala) 262

Fraud - Proof - To prove plea of fraud, plaintiff has to lead affirmative
evidence. (P&H) 297

Gift deed - Registered - Mention on the first page Rs.5000/- as valuation of
property for the purpose of stamp duty and registration charges - Cannot be said
to be consideration received by the donor for executing the gift deed. (S.C.) 513

Gift deed - Execution of gift deed after execution of agreement to sell - Gift
deed is null and void. (H.P.) 458

Hindu Law - Once property is divided and partitioned, status of property as
coparcenary comes to an end. (P&H) 339

Impleadment of L.R's on the basis of Will when there is no natural
heir of deceased on record - Serious objection as to execution of Will - Issue as
to legal representative has to be decided upfront after taking evidence and such
issue cannot be decided later. (Allahabad) 817

Interim injunction - Disobedience - Once interim injunction order is
vacated, there can be no initiation or continuation of proceedings U.O.39.R.2-A
CPC. (P&H) 750

Issues - Partition suit - Issue with regard to maintainability of suit and non
joinder of necessary parties - Cannot be decided as preliminary issue.

(Karnataka) 455

Joinder of causes of action - Plaintiff may unite in the same suit several
causes of action against same defendant or the same defendants jointly - There
cannot be joinder of causes of action when there are different set of defendants
who have different causes of actions. (S.C.) 127

Judgment on admission - Admission contemplated is admission of facts
and not what petitioner understands to be an admission. (P&H) 195

Jurisdiction - Suit in respect of more than one property situated in jurisdiction
of different courts can be instituted in a court within local limits of jurisdiction
where one or more properties are situated provided suit is based on same cause of
action. (S.C.) 127
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Late production of documents - Simple prayer to place on record certain
documents - No corresponding prayer to prove those documents - Application
rightly dismissed. (H.P.) 717

Maintenance - Husband getting monthly salary of Rs.30/35 thousand -
Maintenance of Rs.8000/- p.m. to wife and Rs.2000/- to minor daughter awarded.

(S.C.) 337

Maintenance - Petition can be filed at the place where husband resides or
at the place where wife resides - Even a place where wife is for the time being
residing would confer jurisdiction on such Court. (Delhi) 564

Maintenance - Relinquishment or waiving right of maintenance by wife in
an agreement entered with husband - Such an agreement is opposed to public
policy and it does not preclude her from claiming maintenance. (Kerala) 612

Maintenance - Right to claim maintenance given up - Not a bar to claim
maintenance as an agreement in which wife gives up or relinquishes her right to
maintenance in future is opposed to public policy. (Bombay) 497

Mandatory injunction - Enforcement of contracts by mandatory injunction
order - Not permissible. (Allahabad) 733

Medical negligence - Compensation - Right arm has to be amputated of
appellant aged 45 years - Ten lakhs awarded as compensation over and above the
amount awarded by National Commission. (S.C.) 795

Medical negligence - Compensation - To be awarded for pecuniary damages
and also non pecuniary damages like pain and suffering and loss of amenities of
life. (S.C.) 795

Minors property - Sale without permission of Court - Alienation made on
behalf of minor can be avoided by minor or any person claiming under him by
filing a suit. (S.C.) 181

Mutation - Mutation of land in revenue records does not create or extinguish
title over such land. (S.C.) 440

Non-compliance of order for production of documents passed
U.O.11.R.14 CPC - Court is not empowered, either U.O.11.R.21 or S.151 CPC to
strike out defence or dismiss suit. (Kerala) 670

Partition - Leasehold property can be partitioned for use and occupation.
(Delhi) 254

Plaintiff not appeared as his own witness - Sufficient evidence available
on file to prove the case of plaintiff - Adverse inference can only be drawn once
sufficient evidence is not available. (P&H) 366

Pleadings - Fraud and misrepresentation - Party pleading is required to
plead precise nature of influence exercised, manner of use of influence and unfair
advantage obtained by other. (H.P.) 622

Possession - Settled possession means such possession over the property
which has existed for a sufficiently long period of time, and has been acquiesced
to by the true owner - A casual act of possession does not have the effect of
interrupting the possession of the rightful owner - A stray act of trespass, or a
possession which has not matured into settled possession, can be obstructed or
removed by the true owner even by using necessary force. (S.C.) 572

Power of attorney - Property situated outside jurisdiction of concerned
Sub Registrar - Principal can register a power of attorney at a place where he
resides. (Delhi) 247

Redemption of mortgage and possession - Once mortgagee-tenant fails
to prove that he was in possession of suit premises since prior to execution of
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mortgage, then on redemption of mortgage, mortgagor-landlord becomes entitled
to get possession of suit premises. (Bombay) 381

Registration - Partition list requires compulsory registration. (Madras) 150

Rejection of plaint - Plaint which raises legally tenable and arguable points
should not be rejected. (Allahabad) 110

Rejection of plaint - Plaintiff has no cause of action - Not a ground to
reject plaint - Plaint can be rejected only when it fails to disclose cause of action.

(Bombay) 047

Rejection of plaint - Plea that suit is barred u/s 4 of Benami Transaction
Act - Can be decided only when parties lead evidence. (S.C.) 741

Rejection of plaint - Suit clearly barred by law of limitation - Plaint rejected.
(S.C.) 417

Rejection of plaint on ground of jurisdiction - Plaint ordered to be returned
to plaintiff for presentation before proper Court - Status quo order passed for a
period of one month. (P&H) 732

Rejoinder - Issue raised in written statement, if not controverted can non
suit plaintiff - Application allowed. (T&A) 218

Rent & Eviction - Order of eviction against tenant - Other family members
living with him will also go when tenant is evicted. (Delhi) 093

Restoration of restoration application dismissed in default - Application
is maintainable. (Rajasthan) 342

Review - Of judgment by High Court of a judgment against which Special
Leave Petition is dismissed in limine without giving any reasons by Supreme Court
- Review petition in the High Court is maintainable. (S.C.) 070

Sale - Once sale is declared bad, transaction of sale fails - Seller has no
right to retain sale consideration. (S.C.) 319

Sale deed - Cancellation - Sub Registrar to reject and refuse to register a
deed of cancellation of sale unilaterally executed. (Kerala) 155

Sale deed - Three purchasers - Contribution of sale amount in different
proportion specifically recorded in the sale deed - Purchasers get share in the
proportion of their investment and not equal share. (P&H) 776

Second appeal - Dismissed in limine by holding that appeal does not involve
any substantial question of law - High Court did not discuss nor dealt with any
issues arising in the case nor dealt with submissions urged by appellant and why
appeal did not involve any substantial question of law - Impugned order set aside.

(S.C.) 386

Second appeal - Interpretation of any terms and conditions of a document
such as agreement to sell constitutes substantial question of law. (S.C.) 276

Senior Citizens - Maintenance order - Enforcement - SHO cannot be
directed to enforce the order of maintenance. (Kerala) 751

Senior Citizens - Property of father-in-law - Assumption that it is necessary
for a senior citizen to claim maintenance for seeking protection of the Act or Rules
made there under is erroneous. (Delhi) 173

Signatures - One disputed document cannot be used for comparison of
signatures with another disputed signatures. (H.P.) 121

Specific performance - Plaintiff failure to prove his presence before office
of Sub Registrar on stipulated date - Suit dismissed. (P&H) 091

Suit for possession - A person who has no right to continue in the tenanted
premises, as tenancy of tenant stands terminated, a decree for possession has to
be passed. (Delhi) 093
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Summoning of lawyer of opposite party - To disprove the mediation
agreement - Allowed. (Kerala) 215

Temporary injunction - Application cannot be dismissed by holding that
suit is not maintainable in the absence of an application filed U.O.7.Rr.10, 11 CPC.

(P&H) 517

Temporary injunction - Declined - Appeal filed against some of the
defendants - Allegations against all the defendants in order to justify grant of
temporary injunction - Appeal is not maintainable. (Bombay) 331

Temporary Injunction - Restraining defendants from raising construction
- Both parties claiming title and it is a triable issue - Possession is of defendant as
they are making construction over suit land - Plaintiff not entitled to injunction.

(Jharkhand) 436

Temporary injunction - Suit for specific performance - Agreement gives
impression that it is transcribed on a signed stamp paper - No proof as to plaintiff's
possession - Injunction declined. (Rajasthan) 034

Tenancy - In the name of individual - Cheques towards rent paid from
account of partnership firm - Firm does not become tenant. (Bombay) 348

Title - Proof - Lay out plans not evidence of title of property. (P&H) 103

Transfer of divorce petition - Husband willing to bear travel expenses -
Husband liable to pay Rs.600/- for every visit which wife may make to attend the
hearing. (P&H) 213

Will - One of the attesting witness signed with different pen/ink - This by
itself not make the Will suspicious. (P&H) 432

Will - One of the attesting witnesses beneficiary under the Will - Not a
suspicious circumstance particularly when no evidence led that on the day when
Will was signed, said attesting witness was a beneficiary under the same.

(P&H) 502

Will - Gratuity, Leave Encashment, Group Insurance Scheme, Family Benefit
Fund, Department Provident Fund forms the estate of deceased employee, thus,
he can dispose all these by testamentary disposition - However Ex gratia amount
and Police Welfare amount does not form part of estate of deceased and same
cannot be disposed of by testamentary disposition. (Chhattisgarh) 583

Will - Small difference in spacing in between the lines does not make a Will
suspicious. (P&H) 432

Will - Suspicious circumstance - Will attested by legatee alone or the person
interested with the legatees who holds a fiduciary relationship with the legatee/
legatees - By itself amounts to suspicious circumstance. (Kerala) 356

Withdrawal of suit - Expression "sufficient grounds" in O.23.R.1(3)(b)
cannot be restricted to defects of a formal character - Words are wide enough to
take within its sweep other defects as well. (Orissa) 016

Written statement - Reason assigned for not filing written statement within
stipulated time `mistake on his part' - This is not a compelling circumstance beyond
the control of defendant, as to condone delay in filing written statement.

(Allahabad) 570
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